Christian and Pagan beliefs, and Greek, Roman, and Nordic myths do not inherently intersect with supremacist, theocratic, or fascist ideologies. The styles (master frames) of apocalypticism, populism, and conspiracism vary by group.
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Notes: The Carto Network lost control of the Institute for Historical Review and the Liberty Lobby and its newspaper, The Spotlight. The Liberty Lobby and The Spotlight are now defunct. Acolytes of Carto now publish The Barnes Review and the American Free Press. The Carto network is not based on a theology. Neither are some racist and fascist skinhead groups, although many adopt some form of paganism. Christian Identity beliefs range from a racialized theology to open neonazism. Creativity is the new name of the religion founded by Ben Klassen, formerly called Church of the Creator. Protestant and Catholic forms of theocracy are not necessarily consciously white supremacist, but they are inherently antisemitic in an exclusionary sense.